BARTLETTYARNS OF HARMONY, ME IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE PURCHASE OF THE 2019 Vermont Wool Pool-Vermont Technical College-Randolph, VT
July 12, 2019 2:30-6:30 pm

SHEEP DEDICATE A YEAR TO PRODUCING ITS FLEECE...

Fleece Preparation:

IF YOU HAVE OVER 250 LBS., PLEASE CONTACT LINDSEY ASAP AT 207-683-2251.
Skirt the fleece, removing any manure tags, vegetable contamination, paint, polypropylene twine, jute, burlap, plastic thread from feed bags, baler twine, etc.

Minimize wool contamination. Contamination lowers the yield or useful quality of the wool clip. We cannot accept wool which includes burdock or cockleburs, paint, dirt, chaff or shavings.

We do NOT accept bellie wool, tags, wet, moldy, mildewy wool. Wool which is infested with insects or insect eggs or that smells of mothballs is not accepted. (Insect sacks are about the size of dried rice grains, appear singly or in clusters.)

Pack your wool so that it can “breathe”. Do not smother your wool in tightly closed plastic bags because it will start to rot or compost. Do NOT tie fleeces. Wool in any packaging material should not be stored in direct sunlight or on the ground.

Please label ALL bags, both inside and outside with your name, address, phone number and email address. We cannot process payment without this information!

Please sort your wool as follows: White Face; Black Face/White Wool; and Colored.

We do not accept wool from the following breeds: Barbados Blackbelly, California Red, Icelandic*, Karakul, Katahdin, Navajo Churro*, Romanov, St. Crois* Please check with Lindsey—we do process for roving/spinning.

Note: We take all wool back to our mill and weigh it on our scales for accuracy. Checks will be issued within 90 days. We cannot be held responsible for delivery of payment if you do not give us a proper mailing address.

Bartlettyarns will consider the purchase of the following:

Llama
Alpaca
Mohair
Angora

Please contact Lindsey to discuss.

Additional Information:

Wool Price is $0.58 Per Pound

We reserve the right to decline any purchase if the fiber does not meet our standards.

Bartlettyarns is ONLY purchasing this year’s clip 2019. We are NOT interested in “cleaning your barn out” sales. Bags/Containers in which you bring your fiber to us in must be CLEAN (inside/outside) and prefer NEW. We will NOT take any wool that is in recycled trash bags or grain bags—or bags that are dusty or have poop of any sort on them. Your Name/Info MUST be in IT, Please. We don’t want to get sick and neither do our employees.

No, we don’t accept bellies or tags, sorry!

Please note we are reserving the right to discount your payment if we have to contend with these issues.

Purchaser: Bartlettyarns
www.bartlettyarns.com
sales@bartlettyarns.com
207-683-2251